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Abstract
A signal processing approach to reducing noise in the observed transmission through nanohole array sensors
used in a microscale calorimeter is presented. The results demonstrate that using rectification and moving average
processes, a well-defined Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT)-temperature calibration curve can be
developed in the presence of a moving light fringe pattern.
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Introduction
The use of Nanohole Array Sensors (NHA) to measure the
temperature and concentration change in a microscale calorimeter has
been described (Figure 1) [1-5].

Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT). The induced EOT changes
increase the signal noise (Figure 2B) and complicate obtaining an
EOT-temperature calibration. Signal processing techniques are used to
reduce the EOT noise introduced by these fringe patterns. The EOT
noise observed in Figure 2 for the 6 sensors is series of peaks and
valleys shortly after the 60 s injection of the ethanol into the water at
400 s. After the injection, the response becomes monotonic because
the concentration is uniform throughout the cell and the fringe
patterns disappear. Each sensor has a different EOT reading because of
slight differences among them (Figure 2).

B
A
Figure 2: A) Overexposed CCD view of the NHA sensors
illustrating the fringes. B) Raw EOT data before, and after a sixty s
injection of ethanol into water at 400 s.

Development
Figure 1: Schematic of the flow cell for injection experiments. The
inlets, thermistor and NHA sensors locations are shown. The
thermistor and NHA sensors are at the same relative position in the
chamber.
Light wave fringes are observed during the reaction process (Figure
2A) involving fluids with different index of refractions [2,3]. These
fringes change the incident intensity on the NHA and the observed
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The first step in the signal processing of the EOT signal is rectifying
the data. Each sensor EOT signal of pure water (time <400 s) which is
relatively uniform is averaged using one hundred data points starting
at 380 s. The rectifying filter compares all the EOT data points of a
sensor to its averaged EOT. The points with large EOT value relative to
the average are saved. The EOT data with lower value relative to the
average will be reflected above the average value with the same
intensity. Figure 3 summarizes the raw data and the rectified data for a
typical sensor, #24. A moving average filter (35 data points) is also
applied to the rectified data to further decrease the EOT noise and
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better prepare the signal for temperature and concentration
calibration.

The dashed line represents the convolved concentration and
temperature signal during the ethanol injection. The solid line is at a
constant concentration and is only a function of temperature [1]. After
the injection, time greater than 460 s, the chamber cell is cooling at a
constant concentration. As observed in Figure 5, the EOT variation as
a function of the temperature results in a monotonic relationship that
is used for calibration. The results shown in Figure 5 demonstrates the
advantages of using the signal processing-rectification method with a
moving average to extract more useful information from the EOT
measurements than provided by the data in Figure 2.
The consistency between the EOT and temperature measurements is
better than Figure 4 that observed in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Raw EOT data (circle, lower line) and the rectified data
(solid upper line) for sensors 24. Rectifying the data reduces the
peak to valley noise as well as yielding data that is more consistent
with the thermistor measurement.
The temperature of the chamber is measured by a micro thermistor
(U.S. SENSOR Corp., USP17640) that is at a similar level in the
chamber (Figure 1) as the NHA and experiences similar temperature
changes. The result of the final filtered EOT for the 6 sensors in Figure
2 are summarized in Figure 4. The temperature-time trend for the EOT
intensity is analogous to that for the thermistor. The EOT variation as a
function of the temperature variation is shown in Figure 5 for the
injection period for sensor 24. Sensor 24 is in close proximity to the
thermistor. Figure 5 is used to calibrate the EOT relative to the
temperature.

Figure 5: Temperature-EOT calibration for sensor 24. Dashed linecircle curve is for increasing temperature during dilution as the
ethanol mole fraction changes from 0 to 0.103. The region
corresponding to cooling at constant concentration results in a
monotonic calibration curve (line with square symbols)
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Figure 4: Comparison of the filtered EOT data for 6 selected sensors
with the measured temperature from thermistor.
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